You are invited to the first annual mural unveiling and dedication of *The Frieze Society of Mass Bay Community College Program*. The Frieze Society of Mass Bay Community College Program was organized by the Visual Arts Department and the Provost’s Office. The program brings about the recognition and celebration of Mass Bay’s student artists. One of the benefits of the murals is to add to the creative splendor of Mass Bay Community College. Through *The Frieze Society of Mass Bay Community College Program*, student artists are asked to work with a Lead Muralist and a specific department/program of Mass Bay. The mission is to create an original work of art for the purpose of beautifying Mass Bay Community College campuses. Summer 2011, three student artists and a Lead Muralist painted four unique and original 4 foot canvas murals. The title of the works is “*A Portrait of Mass Bay Community College’s Education*”. These murals contribute to the charm of Mass Bay Community College.

*The Frieze Society of Mass Bay Community College Program* mission is to improve the aesthetic appearance of Mass Bay Community College and to provide Mass Bay’s visual art students with an opportunity to earn more artistic experience. *The Frieze Society of Mass Bay Community College Program* encourages students to further their artistic education. By working with a Lead Muralist, the student artists had an opportunity to participate in artistic research, concept development, layout design, and construction of a large composition. *The Frieze Society of Mass Bay Community College Program* allowed visual art students to tell a
unique story of Mass Bay’s life and enhance our art student’s pride in their contribution to Mass Bay Community College’s future artistic advancement.

On November 15, 2011 (private viewing 4:00pm to 9:00pm) and November 16, 2011 (public viewing 11:00am to 2:00pm), Mass Bay’s families, friends and community will gather for the first unveiling and dedication ceremony of the “Portrait of Mass Bay Community College’s Education”. The murals were illustrated by Student Artist Jonathan Cardoso, Student Artist Pablo Marchena, and Student Artist Jason Bernardini, and Lead Muralist, Department Chair and Professor of Art Annette McCarty.

The Message of “Portrait of Mass Bay Community College’s Education”

The Frieze Society of Mass Bay Community College illustrates the appreciation of Mass Bay’s beautiful landscape, and exceptional students. The murals demonstrate the educational journey through Mass Bay Community College. “Portrait of Mass Bay Community College’s Education” tells a story to help people think about the importance of striving for academic excellence, determination, and fresh beginnings.

Please join us on Tuesday, November 15, 2011, at 4:00p.m. To 9:00p.m. and or Wednesday, November 16, 2011, at 11:00a.m. To 2:00p.m. in the Felix Juliani Art Gallery.

See you at the unveiling of “Portrait of Mass Bay Community College’s Education”!